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SEMISE GENERAL

- MID-TERM
- ALL FACILITIES OPERATIONAL
- COOPERATION WITH OTHER INOGATE PROJECTS ESTABLISHED
- COOPERATION WITH PCs (BUT ONE – TURKMENISTAN) ESTABLISHED

SEMISE – COMP.A - AHEF

Application/national
- Licensing of business activities in the energy sector
- International experience on the development of secondary legislation in renewable energy sources

Applicant
- Ministry of Energy
- State Committee for Standardization

SEMISE – COMP.A - AHEF

Application/regulator
- Feed-in tariffs for electricity produced using RES
- Feasibility study - guidelines for developers of small hydro power plants

Applicant
- Tariff Council, Agency for Regulation of Energy
- Public Services Regulatory Commission
SEMISE – COMP.A - AHEF

- Application / company
- Applicant
  - Recommendations for the ancillary services pricing
    - Ukreenergo
  - Increasing payment collection rates
    - Moldovagaz

SEMISE – COMP.A

- Training in Baku – AZ, BY, KG, UZ, TA, TU
- Study Tour – Latvia – the same PCs but selected participants

SEMISE – COMP. B - PPF

- Beneficiaries – Financial institutions
- Investments in Energy Efficiency and Renewables
- Rationality of actions – Priority where investment process is more or less mature
- Some 30 identified concepts for cooperation

SEMISE – COMP. B - PPF

- Examples of area of cooperation:
  - Capacity building of bank personnel
  - Capacity building in procurement in the country
  - Preparation of special financial product
  - Design of awareness campaign
  - Providing of second opinion
  - Leasing of EE and RES equipment
SEMISE – COMP.C - AHEF

National level
• GHG emissions projections for the Republic of Belarus to 2020 and 2050 and energy sector mitigation options
• Development of primary and secondary legislation for energy efficiency

Applicant
• Ministry of Natural Resources and Environmental Protection
• Ministry of Industry and Energy

SEMISE – COMP.C - AHEF

Institutional Development
• Capacity building for the staff of the Energy Saving and RES Department of the Ministry of Energy
• Capacity building of newly created State Agency on Alternative and Renewable Energy

Applicant
• Ministry of Energy and Mineral Resources
• Ministry of Industry and Energy

SEMISE – COMP.C - AHEF

EE & RES at local level
• Preparation of Municipality of ……… for membership in the Covenant of Mayors
• Increasing the operational efficiency of energy companies

Applicant
• Tbilisi, Yerevan, Sumgait
• OJSC “Svitlovodskpobut”

SEMISE

WE INVITE ALL PARTNER COUNTRIES TO CONTINUE COOPERATION